PRIVACY POLICY OF HOLDING BR
Using the services and websites of HOLDING BR http://holding.tkey.biz/ and all relevant sites and
subdomains linked to the sites http://holding.tkey.biz/ (- website, sites, websites) , You (the User) entrust us
with your personal information. We (- Holding BR) do our best to ensure its security and at the same time
provide you with the ability to manage your data.
Please read our privacy Policy carefully to know what information we collect, the purposes for which we
use it, and how you can modify, export, or delete it.

Enters into force on 25 may 2018.
By using the site, you agree to the data usage rules described in this privacy policy. Holding BR may revise
this privacy policy to refect changes in legislation, changes in information collection methods or changes
related to the use of personal data.
If signifcant changes are made to this privacy policy, they will be announced by posting on the website.
Privacy policy is available here: http://holding.tkey.biz/doc/en/confdential.pdf
We will ask for your consent before using your information for any purpose that is not covered by this
privacy Policy.
This privacy Policy includes elements of the General data protection Regulation (GDPR), in accordance with
the rules of processing personal information within the European economic area (EEA), since Holding BR is
an international project and covers various jurisdictions.

This policy does not apply to information collected:
On offline channels or on any other website that is afliated with us or a third party, regardless of the
channel of communication. Any third party, including advertising and any content or services that link to or
are available from or on the website.
If you do not agree with our Policies and practices, do not use the site. By visiting or using the Website,
you agree to this privacy Policy. This policy may change from time to time. If you continue to use the site
afer the changes are made, it is considered as acceptance of these changes.

Juvenile Users
Our site is not intended for underage users. If you have reason to believe that we may have any data
from or about a minor user, please contact us immediately at support@tkey.biz
GATHERING INFORMATION HOLDING BR
We want you to understand what information we collect when you register and use the services of the
Holding BR websites and services.

Information you provide to us when you register:
Information you provide voluntarily: some parts of our websites may ask you to provide personal
information voluntarily. For example, when flling out a feedback form
Information you provide when contacting us through customer service

Information you provide when flling out the form for the company's services.
The personal information we collect may include contact information (such as your name, address,
telephone number or email address) and contact preferences. It may also include professional information,
such as your job title, department or job role, as well as the nature of your request or communication. We
also collect information you choose to provide to us when completing any 'free text' boxes in our forms
(for example, for event sign-up, product feedback or survey requests). Please do not post any information
that you do not want to reveal to the public at large.

Information that we collect when a user is authenticated:
In accordance with international regulatory standards, including "combating money laundering" (AntiMoney Laundering / AML) , "Know your customer" (KYC) and countering the fnancing of terrorism (CTF),
Holding BR may require the users to authenticate the identity of the user. This entails the collection of
formal identifcation.

Information when using websites:
Through the use of the Holding BR website, we also monitor and collect usage information such as date
and time of access, device identifcation, Operating system, browser Type and IP address. This information
may be obtained directly from Holding BR or through the services of third parties.This data on the use of
the services helps us to ensure that our interface is accessible to users on all platforms and can help
during criminal investigations.
We may use cookies. Functional cookies allow us to remember the choices you make when you browse the
website, as well as to provide advanced and more personalized content and features such as customizing
a specifc web page, remembering if we asked you to participate in an advertising campaign and for other
services you request, such as watching a video or commenting on a blog. To allow you to connect to the
website, our servers receive and record information about your computer, device, and browser, including
your IP address, browser Type, and other sofware or hardware information. All these features help us to
improve your visit to the website.
In some cases, when you or any other user who has access to your data and/or devices contact us via a
form or by sending us an email or any other electronic means, we may access your (personal) data if you
include them in the communication. This also includes third parties such as external data providers or our
business partners.
For unregistered users, we do not store data that could identify the user.

Sharing opportunities
The website can ofer sharing functions, links to social networks and other integrated tools. Using these
functions allows you to exchange information with your contacts or the public, depending on the settings
that you use with the object, providing the possibility of sharing or social networks. Access with monitoring
policies that provide these functions to obtain additional information about the purposes and scope of
data collection and processing of such data from organizations.

Hyperlinks and third-party sites
This website may contain links to other third party websites that may collect personal information about
you, including through cookies or other technologies. If you link to another website, you will leave this

website and this privacy Policy will not apply to your actions and actions on those other websites. You
should consult the privacy policies of other websites as we do not control them and are not responsible
for any information that has been transmitted or received by these third parties.
WHY HOLDING BR COLLECTS THIS INFORMATION

Provide and maintain our services
We use the information we collect to provide our services and to verify your identity.
We use an IP address and a unique identifer that is stored in your device's cookies to help us verify your
identity and provide our service. Due to our legal obligations and system requirements, we cannot provide
you services without such data as identifcation, contact information and transaction related information.

To protect our users
We use the information we collect to protect our platform, user accounts and archives. We use IP
addresses and cookie data to protect against automatic abuse such as spam, phishing, and distributed
denial of service (DDoS).
We analyze user behavior for early detection of suspicious behavior to prevent potential fraud and loss of
funds by attackers.

To comply with legal and regulatory requirements
The privacy and security of the data you store with Holding BR informs us of our approach to compliance
with the rules, government requests and user requests. We will not disclose or provide any personal
information to third party sources without our legal team's review and/or prior consent of the user.

To measure the performance of the website
We actively measure and analyze data to understand how our services are used. This review is conducted
by our operating team to continuously improve the performance of our platform and solve user interface
problems. We constantly monitor information about the activities of our systems and communication with
users to fnd and quickly fx problems.

To communicate with users
We use personal information collected, such as an email address, to communicate directly with users
when providing customer support or to inform you about logins, transactions and security. Without
processing your personal information to confrm each message, we will not be able to respond to your
requests or requests. All direct messages remain confdential and are checked for accuracy.

To enforce our terms of use and other agreements
It is very important for us and our customers that we constantly check, investigate and prevent any
potentially prohibited or illegal activities that violate our terms of service. For the beneft of our entire user
base, we carefully monitor compliance with our third party agreements and actively investigate violations
of our published terms of use. Holding BR reserves the right to terminate the provision of services to any
user who is involved in activities that violate our terms of use.

AS A HOLDING BR PROTECTS USER DATA
Holding BR has implemented a number of security measures to ensure that your information will not be
lost or changed. Our data security measures include , but are not limited to: PCI scanning (PCI DSS), multilayer secure Socket encryption (SSL), pseudonymization, internal data access restrictions and strict control
of physical access to buildings and fles, protection against DDOS attacks.
Please note that it is not possible to guarantee 100% secure data transfer over the Internet or electronic
storage method. Therefore, we ask you to understand the responsibility to take independent security
measures to protect your personal information.
If you suspect that your personal information has been compromised, especially your account and / or
password, please contact Holding BR customer service immediately at the following email address:
support@tkey.biz

CHANGE OF USER DATA
To change the data provided on the website to the customer support service of Holding BR by e-mail:
support@tkey.biz
In addition, if you are a resident of the European economic area, you may object to the processing of your
personal information, ask us to limit the processing of your personal information or request the portability
of your personal information. To exercise these rights, write an e-mail support@tkey.biz
You can opt out of receiving promotional emails from us by clicking the "unsubscribe" link in the email
support@tkey.biz. If you choose to no longer receive marketing information, we may still communicate
with you regarding things such as your security updates, product functionality, service responses or other
transactional non-marketing / administrative purposes.
If we collect and process your personal information with your consent, you may withdraw your consent at
any time . Cancellation of your consent will not afect the legality of any processing we performed prior to
your withdrawal, nor will it afect the processing of your personal information conducted in accordance
with the legal terms of processing other than consent.
Please note that since most of the information we store may only identify a specifc browser or device and
may not identify you individually, you need to provide us with additional information so that we can
identify the personal information we have about you and ensure that we accurately fulfll your request.

CONTACT US
We strive to respect the freedoms and rights of all our Holding BR users who trust our service. If you have
any questions or concerns related to this privacy policy, or if you wish to request data protection, please
contact the customer support service of Holding BR at the following e-mail address: support@tkey.biz
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